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My Forevvord to the 2002 Annual Report ended with a handful of best wishes for te year 2003.

One of them, rather ighly ptched, was addressed to our funding authorities: may teir preachincy

about a Knowledge Based Society in Poland" come true! There is, unfortunately, little evidence tat

this preaching is taken seriously by the preachers, even though the time for that in a unifying Europe is

high I hope that this Annual Report bears witness that at least we are doing our bit in this direction.

Thus:

We have published 203 papers i international journals. Several of them quickly gain

international recognition. There was hard competition for our nternal awards. The four

emerging winners are behind the contributions: on the creation of circular vortices in Bose-

Einstein condensates contribution 823), on our share in the NA49 experiment at CERN

(contribution 64), on our use of solid state nuclear track detectors, SSNTD, in the hostile

environment of hot plasma experiments (contribution 5.5) and o some special detectors or

positron emission tomography to be applied in hadron therapy contribution 37).

We have also contributed to te ceneral education by, eg., having over 7000 young guests at

C, t, t, t t,

our Trainino, Department (see Capter I ), taking part in the Science Festival in Warsaw adZ-1

Udi, or starting the Roland Maze project" in that city. The pr Ject alms at involving a largeOi 1-1

number of hgh school pupils in active research concerning extensive air showers at highest

energies (contribution 76). Very importantly, it has gained approval and financial support of te

local authorities in L6&.

Two international meetings were organized by our Institute: the XXVIII Mazurian Lakes

Conference, "The Atomic Nucleus as a Laboratory for Fundamental Processes", EPS sponsored,

see e.a. CERN Courier 44 2004), and the "Conference on Plasma Research and Applications,

PLASMA 2003", biannual -athering of plasma physics its.

Our attempts at obtaining EU contracts (see p. 17) gain momentum. This track full of urdles,

expected as well as unexpected ones. Slowly, we seem to be earning how to take them.

It seems to be trendy nowadays to refer to our field of research as Subatomic Pysics.

Obviously, this field has very strong links and/or overlaps of interests and expertise wth several other

branches of modern science. The prime example is of course astrophysics with its emerging subfields:

the astro-nuclear and astro-particle pysics. Several of us have for years been involved in some

astrophysics related pr 'ects. New, hgh expectations raised by undertakings in this drectio reOi Z:1 11:1

described in contribution 615. We wish our colleagues every success in their planned expeditio to

Chile.
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Our Subatomic Physics as also strong links to and involvement in various applied sciences. It

is the weakness and the strenath of tis field that applications are varied and scattered throughout

many industries. They fd their use i many other fields of research, notably in environmental studies

and, last but not least, ae te basis of a aroe number of life saving techniques. We can provide

material to illustrate the relevant statement of te President of our Academy, prof. Andrzej B. egocki:

"In spite o 'inany a coninzon belief I claini that te diving force of any progress is ftindamental

research. Not only does it extend our Understanding of the vvorld around its, it also is ehind all those

new technologies vvhich are essential.for the advancement of civilisation " (Forum Akademickle Nr 1,

2004, p. 17). One such iustration", described in contribution 5.8, concerns a new technology of

producing thin superconducting films foi- Irish energy particle accelerators. Hopefully, tis may?- C,

become an important, economic method.

This Foreword is not meant as a uide throuah our Report but, hopefully, should serve as an

encouragement to look inside.

I hope the Reader finds satisfaction in doing so.

Professor Ziemowid S 'kowski




